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H o l i s t i c   V i s i o n   o f   o u r 
World-wide Latin American Agenda 2015

HUMAN RIGHTS! ... A dream, a Cause that is 
Utopia, conscience that has been raised and needs 
aid to keep spreading. It’s going to be 70 years 
since proclaiming THEIR Declaration of Universal-
ity, and tasks are still pending, conscience to raise, 
a program to be carried out, propagation of THEIR 
education.

Human rights belong to every man and women, 
-- rights that can not be denied to people, espe-
cially the poor. If at one time the Human Rights 
theme was considered somewhat bourgeois, today 
we are reclaiming it with all its wide-spread cover-
age through various epochs -- a real revolution.

Of course in our treatment, as always we follow 
the Latin-American triplet method: SEE -> JUDGE 
-> ACT.

We begin with “SEE” by reviewing the article 
“Sources of Human Rights Information,” to guide 
our search and lay out a panorama of more general-
ized causes, which can be fleshed-out with indi-
vidual reports of local human rights situations.

In order to “JUDGE” the situation, be it either 
general or local, we look first to the iconic Univer-
sal Declaration, and complementary legal instru-
ments, such as those referring to women. And to 
continue the process, we present the background 
reflections offered by our authors so they can 

provide a basis for our discussion and reflection: 
the history of “right”, its origin, its foundation, 
its ability to ground an alternative global political 
order, and as many specific questions as available 
space permits: the “rights” of nature, of animals; 
the Human Rights of women, indigenous peoples; 
the right to land, the rights to the Amazon Basin 
in Brazil; Human Rights and the market; all this 
without neglecting the biblical view of Human 
Rights and the possible contribution of Buddhism 
to the cause of Human Rights.

Three “hot spots” (meat consumption, the Eu-
ropean economic crisis, and seeking the order of 
release from prison for Oscar López) make the tran-
sition to our final -> “ACT”, where we try to sug-
gest conclusions, point out paths, light up clues ... 
but finally it will be up to every person and every 
group or community to find the many others that 
are closer to home and applicable to their concrete 
situation.

Once again we have to say: we don’t believe 
our Agenda will discover anything new when facing 
such broad and profoundly human issues. It contin-
ues in its own charismatic line: promoting changes 
in consciousness: helping to “renew our ‘software’”, 
to spread-wide new visions able to introduce new 
practices. It is “the productive capital of the poor”: 
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THE AGENDA PLACES ALSO THESE RESOURCES AT YOUR DISPOSITION!
- The information page and complementary materials of the Agenda: latinoamericana.org/2014/info
            Everything that didn’t fit in this paper edition that is still offered by the Agenda for popular education work 

- The telematic Agenda archives: servicioskoinonia.org/agenda/archivo
         All the texts from the 23 years of the Agenda, organized by theme, author, title... permanently available publication.

- The digital collection of the Agendas that have appeared since 1992: latinoamericana.org/Desde1992
         You can collect all the Agendas that have appeared in past years, in digital format for your personal digital library. 

- The “Popular Primer” of the Agenda: latinoamericana.org
         Some guidebooks convertible to text for small courses, popular workshops, community training or school activities  

- The «Tiempo Axial» Collection: tiempoaxial.org and «Servicios Koinonía»: servicioskoinonia.org
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Pedagogical Use of the Agenda
In addition to personal use, 

this Agenda is designed to be a 
pedagogical instrument for com-
municators, public educators, 
pastoral agents, group leaders, and 
activists...

The texts are always brief 
and agile, presented under the 
pedagogical concept of one page, 
formatted so that they can be 
directly photocopied and distrib-
uted as “work material” in schools, 
group meetings, adult literacy 
programs, or on literature tables. 
They can also be published in the 
bulletins of organizations or in 
local magazines. 

The format of the texts is dic-
tated by an “economic” criterion 
which possibly sacrifices aesthet-
ics in the form of white spaces and 
illustrations in favour of a greater 
volume of message. This also al-
lows us to keep the price lower so 
the Agenda is more accessible. 
Ecumenicism

This agenda is dictated by a 
“total ecumenicism,” not a “re-
mainder ecumenicism.” Because of 
this, we do not eliminate what is 
only Catholic or only Protestant, 

but we unite the two. Thus, in the 
list of the Saints, the Protestant 
and Catholic commemorations have 
both been included. When they 
do not coincide, the Protestant 
commemoration is in cursive. For 
example, the Apostle Peter is cel-
ebrated by the Catholic Church on 
February 22 (“the Chair of Peter”), 
and for the Protestant Churches 
on January 18 (“the Confession of 
Peter”); the differences can be dis-
tinguished typographically. 

Kindly, the Lutheran Bishop 
Kent Mahler, in an earlier version 
of the Agenda, presented us with 
the “Protestant Saints.”

The Agenda is aconfessional, 
and, above all, “macroecumeni-
cal.” The world of common refer-
ences, beliefs, values, and utopias 
among peoples and men and wom-
en of good will—which Christians 
call “the Reign”—is shared by all 
who are partners in this humble, 
serving, brotherly, and sisterly 
search. 
A Non-Profit Work 

In many countries, this Agenda 
is edited by popular and non-
profit organizations that use the 
money received from the sale of 

the agenda to support their work 
for popular service and solidarity. 
These centres ensure the non-prof-
it character of each edition. 

In its central coordination, the 
Latin American Agenda, is also a 
non-profit initiative. It was born 
and developed without help from 
any agency. The money generated 
by the Agenda, after adequately 
compensating the authors who 
write in its pages, is dedicated to 
works of popular alternative com-
munication. 

Servicios Koinonia, permanently 
maintained, constantly improved, 
and freely accessible around the 
world, the “Tiempo Axial” Col-
lection, and some of the prizes 
financed by the Agenda are the 
most well-known. 
A Collective Agenda

This is a collective work. Be-
cause of this, it has gotten to 
where it is today. We continue to 
gladly receive suggestions, materi-
als, documents...

In this way, it will continue 
being a “collective work, a com-
munity heritage, an annual anthol-
ogy of the memory and hope of 
our spiritual Continent.” q

José María VIGIL

a creative hope, a critical analysis, a never absent 
utopian courage, and a militancy that raises con-
sciousness just as did our ever to be remembered 
martyred men and women struggling to build the 
Great Fatherland, our World ...

With this issue our Agenda reaches the age of 
24 -- faithful, year after year, to meeting with the 
militants linked in spirit to the “Patria Grande” – 
“The World Fatherland”, working towards the “Pa-
tria Mayor”. Next year we will celebrate our Silver 
Jubilee , with our continental love still as strong 

as in our first year! 
For that Jubilee Year we will again dedicate the 

Agenda, to one of our fundamental subjects: “Prop-
erty and Inequality.” It will be the same Utopia 
as always guiding us; it will just be making more 
concrete our Causes and their obstacles which vary 
from year to year. And it’s probably the current In-
equality involved in the situation of property, that 
may be one of today’s most glaring problems, if not 
the most urgent in Latin America and the World.

Brotherly/Sisterly yours, 


